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Press release 

( 1861 - 1932 )

Louis

Crossed destinies:
The unexpected reunion of two important 
works by

Sales 
12 November 2022 in Clermont-Ferrand

19 November 2022 in Pau

Viewing in Paris 
7, 8, 9 November 2022

hat once hung edge to 
      edge in his atelier in 1891.
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 Authenticated by Elisabeth and Philippine Maréchaux, 
experts in 19th and 20th century paintings, the two canvases will 
be exhibited side by side at the Galerie Laurentin, in Paris, at 23 quai 
Voltaire, from Monday 7 November to Wednesday 9 November 
(11am to 1pm and 2pm to 6pm). Art historians, enthusiasts and 
future bidders will thus have the privilege of admiring the most 
adverse and daring experiments of the painter from his career. 
This event is an opportunity to travel in time, stepping back one 
hundred and thirty years into the artist’s studio in Montmartre, 
where the two paintings were hung in exactly the same way on 
the same wall. And what better idea for the visitors coming to 
appreciate the two works than to make their way to the Musée 
d’Orsay in order to see for themselves the impact that Louis 
Anquetin had on the great names of modern painting, in particular 
Vincent Van Gogh and Toulouse Lautrec, whose admiration for 
Anquetin was well known.

   n Saturday 12 and Saturday 19 November 2022, two paintings             
by Louis Anquetin (1861-1932), Torse de jeune fille and 

L’Elysée Montmartre, will be sold by two different auction houses 
in France; the first in Clermont-Ferrand and the second in Pau. 
Painted by Louis Anquetin, who was considered by both critics and 
peers to be the most promising artist of his time, the two paintings 
will be sold respectively by Maître Vassy and Maître Carrère within a 
few days of each other. 

O

« ... the torso of a young girl on a Japanese background, 
various portraits, and a few drawings, all of which made 
it possible to say: ‘Here is a painter, and one of the most 
talented of the new school’ »

Arsène Alexandre, journaliste
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Louis ANQUETIN (1861 - 1932 )
L’Élysée Montmartre, circa 1886
Oil on canvas
100 x 100 cm
Estimate : 120 000 / 150 000 €

Auction : Saturday 19 November 2022
at Pau

Louis ANQUETIN (1861 - 1932 )
Torse de jeune fille
Oil on canvas
Signed and dated 1890 
76 x 59 cm
Estimate : 800 000 / 1 000 000 €

Auction :  Samedi 12 November 2022
at Clermont-Ferrand

l’Elysée Montmartre to discover in 
VIDEO

© Studio Christian Baraja 

© Jean-Philippe Somme

https://youtu.be/brnq3ArBxX4
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Relentless research  
  

when one painting leads to another  
or

Louis Anquetin’s studio around 1891-92

 When Elisabeth Maréchaux received the call from 
auctioneer Philippe Jalenques, associate of Bernard Vassy, she 
left immediately for Clermont-Ferrand to examine the painting. 
A few seconds sufficed to authenticate it: it was clearly Anquetin’s 
brushwork, Anquetin’s model, Anquetin’s signature and it came, 
in fact, from the collection of the great art lover and friend of 
Anquetin, Dr Henri Bourges, who had been introduced to the 
artist by Henri de Toulouse Lautrec. Here was an opportunity for 
the experts to delve into the life and work of Louis Anquetin... 
and to make a fabulous rediscovery: the authentication of 
another work by the artist. In the documentation consulted 
by the two experts, there was a photograph of the painter’s 
studio with a dozen paintings hanging on the wall, including 
the Torse de jeune fille from Clermont-Ferrand, which they 
had just been admiring. Their gaze fell on a canvas hanging just 
above it, with one edge against the other: they recognized it as 
a painting that had been brought to their office on rue Vaneau 
a few years earlier and for which authentication was carefully 
progressing. Among the possible artists considered for this 
painting, which represents a ballroom, was Anquetin. The 
document confirmed their intuition 
and was soon followed by a phone 
call to the auctioneer who had 
entrusted them with the painting, 
Patrice Carrère in Pau.

This same photograph had already 
enabled Frédéric Destremau to 

identify the painting, the location of 
which was then unknown. It would 

take 30 years for the painting to 
finally resurface.
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«Never again would he show the 
multiplicity of his genius to such an 
extent. The sophistication of the 
very youthful Torse de jeune fille is 
countered by an extravagant Portrait 
of Marguerite Dufay, red-faced and 
laughing, her hair in a mess, her breasts 
spilling out of her corset. »  
Frédéric Destremeau, art historian and biographer of the painter 

The two paintings are so distinctive that one 
would readily attribute a different author and 
period to each of them, and consequently 
dissociate them. But once reminded of the 
personality and career of the painter, it can just 
as easily be said that there is an argument to be 
made for having the two paintings continue their 
destiny together (as they had done in the past) 
on the same wall of the same collection, as their 
individual characteristics speak volumes about 
Anquetin’s unique personality and the breadth of 
his creative expression.
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The recent rediscovery of the painting L’Élysée 
Montmartre was long awaited by art historians 
as confirmation of the words of the leading 
portrait painter of the time, Jacques Emile 
Blanche. According to Blanche, who painted the 
likes of Proust, Stravinsky, Debussy, Louÿs, Valéry, 
Gides, etc., it was Anquetin who influenced all 
the great artists. To have rediscovered this work 
confirms definitively the impact of Louis Anquetin 
on his peers and on modern painting; without 
him, there would be no Salle de danse à Arles 
by Van Gogh, nor the Bal au Moulin-Rouge by 

Toulouse Lautrec. Anquetin opened up paths 
before abandoning them just as quickly, leaving 
them open for those closest to him to explore.

«This painting depicts L’Élysée Montmartre 
at the same time as Lautrec, Anquetin’s 
friend and companion for nighttime outings, 
was doing his own version. The comparison 
between the styles of the two artists is 
interesting. Lautrec painted a lively and 
incisive work quickly, with a free and 
innovative graphic style» Frédéric Destremau 

From Anquetin to  

« Anquetin, master to us all » Jacques-Emile Blanche.

Louis Anquetin
L’avenue de Clichy, 1887

Oil on canvas
Wadsworth Atheneum

Hartford, USA

Vincent Van Gogh
Terrasse du café le soir, 1888
Oil on canvas
Musée Kröller-Müller
Otterlo, Netherlands

Van Gogh and Lautrec... 
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We know that Van Gogh met Anquetin in 1886 
at the Atelier Cormon and that he was fascinated 
(as Emile Bernard had been two years earlier) 
both by his forthright and vibrant personality 
and by the uniqueness and quality of his work. 
Van Gogh saw in him an accomplished artist, an 
example to be followed, which he did, taking 
inspiration from L’Élysée Montmartre to 
paint La Salle de Danse d’Arles, and in this 
same way using L’Avenue de Clichy to paint Le 
café à Arles, or taking Le Faucheur Jaune to 
paint Les Moissons. Émile Bernard explains 
that this last painting, Le Faucheur Jaune, 

«was noticed by Van Gogh, who wrote 
about it enthusiastically in his letters 
and often imitated it. Le Faucheur Jaune 
was soon followed by Un Soir, Avenue de 
Clichy, all in blue. [...] Let us remember 
that this work done by Anquetin gave Van 
Gogh, who had recently arrived in Paris, 
the idea of these carefully chosen shades 
which he used in his landscapes, his suns, 
his cradles, of yellows on yellows, greens 
on greens, reds on reds.»

Vincent Van Gogh
La salle de danse à Arles, 1888

Oil on canvas
Musée d’Orsay

Paris 

Louis Anquetin
Le Faucheur, 1887

Oil on cardboard
Private collection

Vincent Van Gogh
Les moissonneurs, 1888
Oil on canvas
Musée Rodin, Paris

Detail showing how Vincent van Gogh adopted the 
Cloisonnism of Louis Anquetin
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Returning to our L’Élysée Montmartre, « that 
depicts a lively ballroom, with lanterns on the ceiling 
and a dancing crowd, treated with humorous élan», 
as described by Frédéric Destremau. 
The painting is a rare and vivid testimony, a still 
vibrant vestige of the parties that were held in the 
garden of the cabaret before it was demolished a 
few years later in favour of a new building. In 1894, 
the fairy-tale garden with its groves lit by tinted glass 
globes and decorated with garlands hanging from 
branches (all the more appreciated by Parisians as 
public gardens did not exist at that time) was replaced 
by the Trianon Concert (now known as Le Trianon). 
Apart from this painting, only a small number of 
posters (Anquetin was a fierce defender of the art 
of the poster, which he placed on the same level as 
that of painting) attest to the existence of the very 
fashionable «Bal du Jardin de l’Elysée Montmartre».

Music, lanterns, fountains, dancers... the institution 
where the cancan was invented brought together 
the literary, artistic and intellectual Tout-Paris. 
Hours seemed to dissolve in a nocturnal mixture of 

polka, quadrille, the clinking of glasses and discord: 
«Stop bothering me about work!» (Auguste 
Renoir implored Louis Anquetin during a discussion 
on the painting of the great masters). The scent 
of cigar and pipe smoke, absinthe and floor oil, 
which was supposed to ensure that the dancers 
are able to perform the most nimble movements, 
was a heady mixture. It is this atmosphere that is so 
cleverly transcribed by the painter whose infectious 
enthusiasm and charm contributed generously to 
the collective jubilation.

When it comes to the figures themselves, it is highly 
likely that the lanky, gangly man with the aquiline, 
disproportionate nose is the famous dancer known 
as «Valentin le désossé» (Valentine the “boneless”), 
a nickname given to him because of his talent as a 
contortionist. Could the dancer accompanying him 
be Lucienne Beuze or Louise Weber? And knowing 
of the great friendship between Anquetin and Henri 
de Toulouse-Lautrec, might one find Oscar Wilde 
among the guests?
 

Henri de Toulouse Lautrec
La danse au Moulin rouge.
Oil on canvas, 1895
Philadelphia Museum of Art
USA 

Louis Anquetin 
L’Elysée Montmartre
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Expressions and attitudes are captured and rendered with accuracy: 
those of the musicians, of the conductor (Pierre Pilaudo perhaps) or 
those of this man with a red face, dumbfounded, his eyes like marbles, 
in the last quarter of the composition. He seems astonished by the 
complicity of a couple at the other end of the dance floor, surprised as 
a man who discovers his wife’s infidelities could be, as might have been 
Albert Grenier (Anquetin’s neighbour in the building) surprising his wife, 
the famous muse Lili Grenier, openly flirting with the painter Albert de 
Belleroche. 

Ballroom, theatre, a puppet show... the wooden structure on which the 
canvas is set is reminiscent of a sliding decorative element, or of the 
decorations painted by Toulouse-Lautrec for the Baraque de La Goulue 
when she was performing at the Foire du Trône, which are now kept at the 
Musée d’Orsay after having been damaged, dispersed, then restored and 
reconstituted. Once belonging to the prestigious Georges Viau collection, 
«the two largest paintings by Lautrec had an extraordinary 
fate. Resold, cut into pieces by an insensitive dealer, they were 
reassembled in 1929, shortly after the death of La Goulue. The 
paintings have lost some of their original splendour but continue 
to depict a cast of characters who, like the gods of Olympus and 
classical painting, have become true legendary beings» Elisabeth 
Maréchaux.

In the words of Patrice Carrère, auctioneer in Pau: «This is a work of 
museum quality, which deserves a restoration in keeping with its 
importance».

« This painting is important if we 
wish to consider Lautrec’s own 
scenes of music halls…»
Frédéric Destremeau
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…the beauty of …

The delicacy of the young woman’s breasts, the shape of her arms, 
the promise of her hips and the marble sheen of her skin seem to 
have been borrowed from Bernini’s Proserpine. Yet here is Juliette 
Vary, a woman of Louis Anquetin’s time and from his close circle.
«She was the neighbour of Toulouse-Lautrec in Montmartre, 
who noticed her and asked her parents - Juliette was 16 or 17 
years old at the time - for permission to use her as a model. 
Toulouse-Lautrec admired her Grecian profile and painted 
her several times as seen from the side. Here it is Anquetin 
who takes Juliette Vary as his model and also shows her face 
in profile, but with her torso turned to the left ». Philippine 
Maréchaux. 

The blue of her eyes is enhanced by the blue used in the decoration 
on the wall behind her, representing the foliage of a garden, a 
distant, Japanese garden. Perhaps it is in the mists and forests of 
this country, which fascinated and influenced the artists of the time, 
that the azure gaze of Juliette Vary is lost.

She would have many admirers, as the work was soon exhibited at 

...  Juliette Vary :

« One of the most beautiful 
pieces at the time was the 
torso of a young girl of 
which I spoke earlier... »
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the Salon des Amis des Arts in 1890, at the seventh Salon 
des Artistes Indépendants a year later, and at the Anquetin 
exhibition at Cubat in 1897. It is this painting, which was 
used as the cover for the catalogue of the exhibition 
Anquetin, la passion d’être peintre, at the Brame & 
Lorenceau gallery in 1991. The masterpiece is acclaimed, 
its quality and beauty have been agreed upon by everyone 
since its creation through to today; a fortunate few have 
been lucky enough to be in daily contact with the young 
woman and thus for many months: the collector and then 
the future buyer of course, but also the auctioneer, Maître 
Vassy «I don’t know where this painting will end up, 
but I would like to see it again someday, in order to 
discreetly say hello. She always eludes me despite 
her having been present in my daily life for the last 
two years because we cannot be sure where she 
is looking... she is looking through, beyond, that is 
a certainty. In any case, I feel privileged to have 
spent so much time with her.»

The journalist, art historian and collector Arsène Alexandre 
refers to this work on several occasions: «Certain works 

«... other striking portraits of Parisian women and 
girls could have put Anquetin in the first rank of 
contemporary painters of social mores and figures 
if he had not been pursuing something else and if 
he had been one of those who are content to live off 
of a first success.» 

Arsène Alexandre, journalist, art historian and collector 
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had, as they say, remained 
in the minds of connoisseurs: 
the torso of a young girl on 
a Japanese background, 
various portraits, and a few 
drawings, all of which made 
it possible to say: ‘Here is 
a painter, and one of the 
most talented of the new 
school’. [...] One of the most 
beautiful pieces at the time 
was the torso of a young girl 
of which I spoke earlier; other 
striking portraits of Parisian 
women and girls could have 
put Anquetin in the first rank 
of contemporary painters 
of social mores and figures 
if he had not been pursuing 
something else and if he had 
been one of those who are 
content to live off of a first 

success”. Indeed, Anquetin was 
not content with one success, he 
was looking for something else, 
something that prevented him 
from lingering for more than a 
few months in a row in the same 
style. Between 1883 and 1894, 
Anquetin experimented with 
a new style almost every year: 
Realism, Romanticism under the 
influence of his master Fernand 
Cormon, Impressionism after 
a summer stay with Claude 
Monet in Vétheuil in 1885, then 
Divisionism, explored with Emile 
Bernard, which led them both to 
Cloisonnism in the spring of 1887. 

«It’s quite extraordinary, she has a freedom, a 
detachment, a “moue” that makes her consider the 
things of this world with a certain contempt. » 

« M. Anquetin puts the grace of a beautiful virginal torso on 
a creamy background, decorated with delicate flowers and 
pretty arabesque stems. The supple lines, chastely languid, 
are exquisitely pure; the mother-of-pearl flesh corroborates 
the candour of the blueish-gray eyes and the luminous face.» 
 Georges Lecomte, Le Salon des Indépendants, 
L’ART DANS LES DEUX MONDES, Paris, 28 March 1891, n°19, p.225

The painting generated a great deal of interest from the critics: «The 
exquisite child, all white, emerges against a background of strange 
flowers. But she is more than all of them, the flower itself! How I would 
like to be able to evoke before you this supple and hieratic body, in the 
incomparable purity of its colour!” 
Mathias Morhardt, L’Exposition des Artistes Indépendants, ANGERS-
ARTISTE, 11 April 1891

Bernard Vassy, auctioneer in Clermont-Ferrand
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 Louis ANQUETIN  - 5 key points : 

1
2

33
4

5

- With Henri de Toulouse Lautrec, Anquetin shared a close 
friendship and a rich artistic dialogue

- Van Gogh’s letters show the artist’s admiration for Louis 
Anquetin whose work was a great source of inspiration.

- In the course of ten years, he experimented with 
seven different painting styles: Realism, Romanticism, 
Impressionism, Divisionism, Cloisonnism, Linearism, 
Expressionism.

 - According to his peers and critics, Anquetin was considered 
the most promising artist of his time.

- Avant-garde in the first part of his career, from 1893 onwards 
he turned to the painting of the great Flemish masters, 
inspired above all by Rubens, throughout the rest of his 
career.
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pauline.boddaert@artcento.com
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Viewing in Paris 
7, 8, 9 November 2022
at the galerie Laurentin, 23 quai Voltaire, Paris 
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